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The Better Story – The Gospel in Today’s World  

Mediatisation How media changes society

discuss

In what ways do media transform our lives?

Media extend communication 
capabilities

Media substitute for social activities 
and institutions

Media activities merge with each other 
and non-media activities

Media demands to be accommodated 
within everything else

The challenges of mediatisation



The challenge to discipleship The challenge to mission

discuss

What challenges does mediatisation present to our 
discipleship and mission?

Christian responses to culture
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Based on Craig Carter, Rethinking Christ and Culture : A Post-
Christendom Perspective (Brazos Press, 2006)
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Stories – individual stories, family 
stories, national stories – are what 
stitch together the disparate elements 
of human existence into a coherent 
whole. We are story animals. 

Yann Martel 
Beatrice and Virgil

A people are as healthy and confident 
as the stories they tell themselves. 
Sick storytellers can make nations 
sick. Without stories we would go 
mad. Life would lose it’s moorings or 
orientation. Stories can conquer fear, 
you know. They can make the heart 
larger. 

Ben Okri
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discuss

What are some of the stories you have encountered in the 
media in the last couple of days? 

How do you think these stories affect people?



Responding to stories

aesthetic response

! What did you like? What didn’t you 
like? Why?

emotional response

"
How did it make you feel? Why?

Worldview response
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knowing behaving
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moral response

"



Is this story honest about life? Does it ask the right questions?
How does the morality compare with 

what we see in the Bible?

How is the moral behaviour viewed 
within the story? spiritual response

% Which deep human problems and 
longings are explored in this story? 

How?

discuss

Which deep human problems are addressed in this story? 
How? 

What deep longings of the human heart are at the centre of 
this story?

What truth/insight and error/blindness 
can you find? 

What resonates with you? Why?



What questions does  
it leave you with?

How does this story expose my sin?
How does this story encourage 

the good in me?

How does this story reflect the gospel, 
or some aspect of the biblical 
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